Baroness LM56/66 Unique Selling Points

**Ergonomic handle design**
* Clutch can be operated by both hands.
* Down-turned handle ends enable easier turns on the move.
* Vibration reducing handle system.
* Allows prolonged use without compromising recommended exposure criteria.
* Minimizes operator fatigue and health issues.
* Parking brake provided.

**Honda GX120 3.5 four stroke engine**
* Quiet, smooth, reliable and economical.
* Excellent spare parts availability.

**All Gear Drive**
* Very low maintenance and enhanced reliability.
* Constant outputs with consistent high clip rates.
* Outboard differentials for straight tracking and minimal maintenance.

**Available with or without transport wheels**
* Transport wheels, mower stand and grass box included as standard in the price.
* Available without transport wheels and stub axles for use on bowling greens with perimeter walls.

**Reversible all gear drive attachments**
* Enables the attachment to be reversed quickly and easily.
* Maximises the benefits of the attachment and enhances turf conditioning.
* Attachment can be turn off and raised up in order to reduce stress to the grass during dry spells.

**High quality bedknives**
* Made from a tough and hard wearing alloy.
* Tungsten inserted cutting tips standard on bedknives of 3mm and above.
* Different thickness bedknives available to suit all applications.

**Automotive style clutch**
* Allows optimum control for enhance manoeuvrability.
* Fail safe system which stops all rotations if the clutch lever is released.

**Available in multiple configurations**
* Available with 22 or 26 inch cutting widths.
* Available with 7, 9 or 11 blade cutting reels.
* Available with or without attachments.
* Groomer, De-thatching and Brush attachments available.

**Nickel-Chrome-Molybdenum Cutting Reels**
* A very tough and hard wearing material.
* Stays sharper for longer thus enhancing grass condition whilst reducing maintenance.
* Maximises the effects of relief grinding, thus minimizing friction, heat and wear.
* Compatible with backlapping thus keeping the blades sharp at minimal cost.
* Reduces maintenance costs and downtime whilst enhancing presentation.

**Available with Smooth or Grooved front roller**

**Aggressive bedknife geometry enhances the green condition**
* Ensures a true height of cut.
* Reduces lateral growth.
* Provides a faster ball roll.
* Bedknife aggression can be reduced for undulating greens.

**Lightweight for minimal turf compaction with a full 5 year unlimited hour commercial warranty.**